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The Natural Resource Profession

The dream…	


The Natural Resource Profession

…the reality?	


Natural Resource Educator

The vision…	


the reality?	


Natural Resource Educator

…

      

Lecturing outdoors because it's a beautiful spring day
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= Guiding students through a habitat assessment on campus

  

 

! Agreement that hands-on experience is necessary
and valuable

! UK study (2002) asked if teaching biology outside
the classroom is heading for extinction

! UK study (2004) found undergraduate classes are
shifting away from outdoor learning activities

! Could not find published assessments of fieldwork
in U.S. natural resource management courses

Virtually Outdoors

The terms “fieldwork” and “virtual classroom” are
NOT mutually exclusive.

What’s Going On Here?
! How common is fieldwork in
NR-related undergrad and
graduate courses?
! Is fieldwork more common in
traditional face-to-face classes
than digitally delivered
courses?
! What kinds of fieldwork do
instructors include in their
courses?
! When does fieldwork take
place?

Sneak Peak

Forestry

Wildlife

10%

Wood Science

69% of classes described have at least 1 field activity
Fisheries

35%

Co-Listed

34%

Graduate

21%
Undergrad

Hybrid

18%

Digital/Virtual

6%

14%

Face-to-Face

1%

68%

93%

Sneak Peak
Reason fieldwork is not included

Techniques covered in required field camp

>1%

3%

10%

Techniques covered in elective field camp

18%

Theory class

Fieldwork not important for this subject

13%

15%

Not enough time

11%

Techniques covered in other course(s)

Scheduling issues

12%

14%

4%

Transportation issues
Liability issues
Other

Sneak Peak

class too large (>60)

lab intensive course

introduction or pre-req class

thinking about adding fieldwork

cost prohibitive

policy class

non-majors survey class

Other, Explained

can’t predict when fires will occur

students should already know data collection

no incentive for prof because it counts for very little during evaluation

Survey Population
Natural Resource disciplines defined

1. Addresses non-domesticated/non-cultivated biotic
and abiotic renewable and non-renewable resources
and systems

2. Management of the resource is a strong component of
research endeavors

Methods

First set of invitations sent March 19, 2012 (n = 1,250)
Reminders to be sent weekly for 3 weeks

Second set of invitations to be sent March 26, 2012

Anonymous unless respondents want a copy of final
report, then confidential

If you would like to be included, send your contact
information to:
klindsey@nrdlc.org

Questions?

